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HAWORTH HONORS OFFICE INTERIORS WITH
2021 BEST IN CLASS DISTINCTION
Halifax, NS – February 6, 2021 – Haworth leadership announced today that Office
Interiors has been awarded 2021 Best In Class status. This distinction is based on
exceptional performance in market development, sales, customer satisfaction,
operational excellence, and enterprise development.
“Office Interiors is an outstanding dealership that has risen to challenges and
distinguishes themselves with their customers and in their communities,” said Todd
James. “They play a vital role in creating great space and we are proud to have them as
part of the best distribution network in the industry.”
In 2021, Haworth named 23 dealerships as Best In Class. This distinction is reserved
for dealers who operate at the highest performance levels and are successful in
maintaining rigorous standards over time, against high-performing peer dealers.
Haworth Inc. currently has 650 partners in its dealership network worldwide.
Since 1991, Office Interiors has been offering the office furniture and technology
products and services that allow them to fulfill their Mission: “to help our clients create
productive work environments.” Their team of 110 employees from around the
Maritimes “Loves the way they Work,” and their corporate vision is to inspire others to
feel the same. They believe that a focus on building trusting relationships with their
clients is what allows them to understand a customer’s needs fully and have developed
a defined “Love the Way You Work” Process to ensure that they do the job right the first
time.
“My team offers exceptional service and we cherish the customer relationships built
during both challenging and exciting times,” said Jim Mills, President & CEO of Office
Interiors. “As we continue to build a strong and sustainable business, our customers can
count on us for the insight and services that help them succeed.”
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